
We know the food market.
Our extensive experience in the food market isn’t just in state-of-the-art

production techniques that maximize your visual impact. We understand

the complicated details, like stringent labeling requirements, precise

migration testing, and the trends that shape your industry’s landscape.

Bring us your most demanding food applications; with extensive 

experience in your market, along with a licensed food fulfillment facility

and food clean-room facilities with a certified “Superior” AIB rating, 

we can meet your needs.

We don’t just print labels.
We conquer challenges.
Our packaging experts collaborate with your

team to evaluate your project from every angle.

We offer innovative solutions to increase

purchase appeal, enhance brand graphics,

and improve production efficiencies.

In-mold Injection Labels
An impactful, cost-effective solution
for high-run, low-cost containers. 
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By minimizing the amount of  material you need to package products, and 

often eliminating excess packaging components, we offer sustainable packaging

options that help you reduce environmental impact, while maintaining 

effectiveness and brand presence. We adhere to responsible environmental 

practices at all our manufacturing facilities. Our efforts to reduce our 

environmental impact have been honored by third-party organizations. 

Let our innovation impact your brand. And your bottom l ine. 

Discover more innovative ways we’ve helped bui ld brands

at wsinnovates.com/casestudies

Intrigued by what we can do for you?
Contact us and request a consultation
and samples at wspackaging.com

Digitally Printed Labels 
An economical solution for
short-run, variable imaging
applications that provides the
professional high-impact
results of a leading brand.

Achieve production efficiencies
with precision-engineered label
application equipment.
We’ve developed application 

equipment designed for meeting 

the tightest timeframes with the 

highest-quality results—available for

sale or lease—to fit your environment

with minimal disruption.



Get complicated packaging and label projects done easily. 
Our amazingly convenient online ordering, proofing, and brand graphics 

management system, capable of seamlessly managing thousands of SKUs, 

makes the process easy for you—from start to finish.

The equipment—and capacity—
to make your project come to life.
With printing and packaging plants across the U.S. and in Mexico, including 

hundreds of printing presses, our resources are ready when you need them. 

Our extensive capabilities in state-of-the-art flexographic, screen, digital, 

and offset printing create results that maximize your brand’s visual impact. 

Regardless of whether you order thousands of labels or millions, our 

equipment delivers the same quality results, every time.

Folding Cartons
Enhance your product’s presentation
with folding cartons. Panels offer ample
room for branding and promotional text,
and windows allow product to show
through. Easy to assemble and durable. 

Promotional Labels
Dry-release label-on-label con-
structions make it simple to
offer coupons, recipes, and
promotions, or to cross-sell
other products.

IN-PACK PREMIUMS   | FOOD-CONTACT LABELS | METALL IZED/PR ISMAT IC LABELS | PRESSURE-SENSIT IVE  LABELS | TRAYS & SLEEVES | FOLDING CARTONS | PROMOTIONAL LABELS | SIGNAGE & POP | SHRINK DECORATIONS | PRIVATE LABEL APPLICATIONS | CUSTOM SOLUTIONS 

Put the power of WS Packaging innovation to work for your brand…

Games & Sweepstakes
Whether you want to incite trial, build loyalty, or simply generate 
excitement to increase sales, you can rely on our expertise to 
produce high-impact games and sweepstakes.

Our Variable Imaging Imprint System with 4-color process capability 
provides instant security for controlled probability games, Web games,
continuity games, collect-and-win games, puzzle games, instant win
games, and more. 

With more than 30 years of experience, our experts know the intricate
details involved with producing game pieces and understand the 
precise security measures that are needed. They will work hand-in-hand
with your games administration team to manage every detail of your
project. Our secure facilities have been audited by some of America’s
most powerful brands to ensure our security systems will protect the
confidentiality and integrity of any scale program. 

Precise Color Matching
Our concise process printing precisely
matches food’s unique coloring to project
a dynamic, visually appealing image.  

Pressure-Sensitive Paper & Film Labels
This is a versatile, economical choice for 
manufacturers who need to reduce their total
applied cost or quickly change production 
lines from one SKU to another. Shrink Decorations

Create impactful 360-degree graphics that
contour to the unique shape of your container
with dynamic shrink decorations. 

For food products, we know it’s imperative

that your labels and packaging meet stringent

demands such as heat and cold resistance,

moisture resistance, food contact safety,

packaging/ingredient migration standards,

and more. Which is why we’ve developed

a range of innovative solutions to meet

these precise needs—while at the same

time projecting a powerful brand presence

on retail shelves.

Why WS Packaging?
Take a closer look.

Designed for any food
labeling environment.

Our extensive experience in the

food market has led us to design

precise solutions for every food

labeling environment, from

extreme cold, extreme heat,

high-moisture, or wet-on-wet

applications, to high-volume,

high-speed filling demands.


